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Introduction and Motivation

•Cognates are words derived from the same origin into
one or more languages i.e., they have the same etymo-
logical origin.
•Cognates are present in multiple variants of the same text

across different languages.
•Computational Phylogenetics uses algorithms and tech-

niques to analyze these variants and infer phylogenetic
trees for a hypothesized accurate representation based
on the output of the computational algorithm used.
• The study of cognates plays a crucial role in applying

comparative approaches for historical linguistics, in par-
ticular, solving language relatedness and tracking the in-
teraction and evolvement of multiple languages over time.
•Cognate detection helps phylogenetic inference by help-

ing isolate diachronic sound changes and thus detect the
words of a common origin.
• Achieving good performance on automatic cognate iden-

tification can also benefit machine translation when deal-
ing with two languages that share a certain quantity of
cognates, as cognates are usually translations and serve
as anchors when aligning.
• A cognate instance in Indian languages is given as

the word group: putra (Sanskrit), putra (Hindi), putra
(Marathi) and puttar (Punjabi), all of which mean the word
“Son”.

Contributions

•We detect cognates among a few Indian languages
namely Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi, and Sanskrit for helping
build cognate sets for phylogenetic inference.
•Our work creates cognate sets of each language pair and

infers phylogenetic trees based on a bayesian framework
using the Maximum likelihood method.
•We also implement our work to an online interface and

infer phylogenetic trees based on automatically detected
cognate sets.

Background and Related Work

• Previous studies on cognate identification do not study
Indian languages.
•Most of the Indian languages borrow cognates or “loan

words” from Sanskrit. Indian languages like Hindi, Ben-
gali, Sinhala, Oriya and even Dravidian languages borrow
many words from Sanskrit.
• String similarity based methods are used as the baseline

in the cognate detection papers (Melamed, 1999). We
have also incorporated XDice (Brew et al., 1996), which
is a set based similarity measure.
•Research in automatic cognate identification using pho-

netic aspects involve computation of similarity by decom-
posing phonetically transcribed words (Kondrak, 2000),
acoustic models (Mielke et al., 2012), phonetic encod-
ings (Rama et al., 2015), aligned segments of transcribed
phonemes (List, 2012).
• IndoWordNet (Bhattacharyya, 2010) is a linked wordnet

comprising of wordnets for major Indian languages listed
in Table 1.
• These wordnets have been created using the expansion

approach with Hindi WordNet as a pivot, which is partially
linked to English WordNet.

Methodology

Cognate Identification

•We create the dataset by extracting word list for Hindi,
Marathi, Sanskrit , and Punjabi WordNets.
•We transliterate the words in the Punjabi wordlist using

Google Transliterate.

•We use the unique words from the wordlist extracted from
all the individual wordnet databases publicly available1,
but maintain them within the ID space.
•We use the baseline measure XDice and string similarity

based measures to first prepare cognate sets from every
individiual language pair and show the results in Table 2.
•We construct more cognate sets with the use of Ortho-

graphic cognate detection methods such as alignment of
substrings.
•We use the phonetic aspects of the words decompos-

ing them phonetically and aligning them according to
phonemes.
•We use string similarity measures and use the threshold

value of 0.75 arrived at by empirical measures. We use
Jaccard, XDice and TF-IDF are used to validate our cog-
nate sets.

Statistics and Results

• These wordnets have, on an average, approximately
32,000 synsets, with Marathi and Hindi having the min-
imum and the maximum number of synsets respectively.
• The number of synsets in Hindi is maximum due to the

fact that work on IndoWordNet started with the Hindi lan-
guage.

Noun Verb Adjectives Adverbs Total
Hindi 29807 3687 6336 541 40371

Marathi 23271 3146 5269 539 32226
Punjabi 23255 2836 5830 443 32364
Sanskrit 32385 1246 4006 265 37907
Table 1: Number of synsets in different wordnets

Hindi-Punjabi Hindi-Marathi Hindi-Sanskrit
True

Cognates 497 621 378

False
Cognates 301 284 211

Table 2: Number of True and False Cognates detected for
each language pair

Textual History Tool
•We also implement our work with Textual History Tool2

and verify the impact of our cognate sets on the creation
of phylogenetic trees.
• The tool was created to facilitate the input of manuscript

data and its variants digitally, and facilitates the creation
of phylogenetic trees based on Maximum Likelihood and
String similarity based measures.
•We verify that inducing cognate words along with the

manuscript variants indeed helps in the creation of bet-
ter phylogenetic trees. In the Textual History Tool, the
phylogenetic tree creation mode allows a lexicographer
to choose the variants they want to use to build a phylo-
genetic tree and provides the functionality of building the
tree using various methods.
• The tree mode allows a lexicographer to use distance

matrix based methods to generate baseline phylogenetic
trees.

Figure 1: Textual History Tool: View Mode

Figure 2: Textutal History Tool: Compare Mode

Important Insights

•During the validation of cognate sets created by various
measures, we decided the threshold of matching at 0.75
for a pair to be cognate words.

•While arriving at this value, we observed that we could
easily form pairs of cognate words which are Tatsama
words.

•On the other hand, Tadbhava words were hardly detected
among the cognate words unless phonetic methodolo-
gies were not used.

• This poses a new challenge as Tadbhava word form a
large set of cognate words among the Indian languages.

• This can also be verified intuitively as the former retain
their orthographic form and are easy to detect via the
string similarity measure and the orthographic measure
but the latter need phonetic measures.

Conclusion and Future Work

•We describe our work on cognate detection for Indian
language pairs Sanskrit - Hindi, Sanskrit - Marathi, and
Sanskrit - Punjabi.

• In the phylogenetic tree creation mode, we verify that
cognate sets help in better phylogenetic tree creation.

•We also release this cognate set dataset publicly. In this
pilot study, we create cognate categorization and the nu-
ances of cognate detection for Indian languages.

• In future, we aim to expand our dataset to multiple In-
dian languages as wordlists in their root form are avail-
able publicly via the Indowordnet website.

•We also aim to experiment with corpus instead of
wordlists in their root form as morphological inflection
would be a tougher challenge to tackle for detection of
cognates in a corpus.
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